
For independent dynamic adjustment 
of dual monitors to ~27”, with medium 
post for flexibility.  Tool-free independent 

adjustment of each monitor, ideal for sit-to-

stand desks and agile spaces. The medium 

post provides greater flexibility in height 

positioning & additional arms.  

Interactive desk mount solution

Arm rotation stoppers

Material

Tension 
indicator

Built-in 180° rotation stopper on each 
arm to prevent interference with 
walls or desk partitions

100% recyclable, lightweight, & 
durable construction

to assist 
with multiple 
installations

75x75
100x100

9kg (20lb)
FLAT

6kg (13.5b)
CURVED

AWMS-2-D40
DUAL DYNAMIC MONITOR ARMS ON POST

Digital Signage Mounting Solutions

10 Year Warranty

Tool-free

Elegant

viewing angle adjustment, 
landscape to portrait rotation

minimalist style for 
understated sophistication

Quick-release
mechanism for fast 
installation & upgrade

Available in silver, black, or white

27”
FOR 

MONITORS TO



Atdec Uncover™ is where 
our infinite mounting 
possibilities become your 
specific mounting solutions.

Call us to discuss your next project

Interactive desk mount solution

Monitor orientation

Ordering guide

2 x AWM-AD dynamic arms

1 x AWM-P40G post

AWM-FF F-clamp

AWM-FH heavy-duty F-clamp

AWM-FC C-clamp

AC-GC grommet 

AWM-FB bolt-through

AWM-HN laptop tray

AWMS-2-D40 consists of: Desk fixing options: Accessory:

Solutions for displays of all kinds.
Atdec modular enables the same elegant & 
ergonomic range to be used to create mounts 
that suit the displays & configurations you 
want. Including video walls.
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Amplify productivity with monitor setups that adapt 
Portrait orientation displays for emails and messaging applications such as Slack, Microsoft Teams, and WhatsApp 
are very popular, with users better able to track long comment threads. Atdec mounts including AWMS-2-D40 allow 
users to rotate monitors 90° with the touch of a finger to achieve the display orientation they prefer to work with. 

AWM components are typically available in black, white, and silver. Nominate your selection with the addition of 
-B (black), -W (white), or -S (silver) at the end of the main code.


